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Once you are logged in, select your session of camp.

Please visit nbf.tentaroo.com to log in to your Troop’s Tentaroo account.

How to Sign up for Merit Badge Classes
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Select the Youth you wish to sign up for merit badge classes.
If they are not listed, select NEW YOUTH to add them to MY GROUP (adding them in advance is recommended).

Scroll down to the Participants section and click on the                        button.

First you will need to add the Scout as a Participant before you can register them for merit badge classes.
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Selecting                   will remove any conflicting classes. When all classes have been added, click Next.

This next screen will list all Classes organized by Start Time. You’ll also see how many available spots remain, 
if a Waitlist is not available, as well as any prerequisites they may have.

Please confirm or add the Scout’s details before clicking NEXT.
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If you have any questions, please contact the person listed in the “Event Contact Information” section.

Please know that having classes in your Cart is not a guarantee that they will still be available when you checkout, so
we recommend checking out immediately.
 

If you need to go through this process for another scout, we highly recommend checking out after each participant. 
 

If a class is very close to being full, we recommend checking out immediately after adding the class. Afterwards, you can 
click the Manage Registration button and select Edit Registration to sign up for more classes or alternatively, to remove
a class and sign up for another.

You must CHECKOUT in order to save the class selections. 

To Confirm, click COMPLETE.


